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SUBJECT GUIDE

COSTUMES — FICTION
Carmen, Doug Aunt Eaton’s Mystery Halloween, 659

COUGARS
Fowler, Allin Cougar, 870
Stone, Lynn M. Cougars, 3267, 3268

COYOTES
Hancock, Sibyl Old Blue, 1120
Landau, Elaine Cowboys, 1628

COYOTES — FICTION
Brinner, Larry Dan Cowboy Up!, 352
Hoff, Sue Thunderhead, 1290
Smith, Janice Lee Jess and the Stylin’ Cowboys, 3138

COYOTE GIRLS — FICTION
Silverman, Erica Croquet Rose and Cocoa, 3063
Stone, Lynn M. Croquet Kate and Cocoa: Partners, 3066

COWS
Aldi Milk, 61
Ling, Mary Calf, 1752
Miller, Sara Swan Cows, 2089
Moon, Cliff Dairy Cows on the Farm, 2157
Reynolds, Angela The Cow, 2720
Stone, Lynn M. Cows, 3269

COWS — FICTION
Cazet, Dennis Minnie and Mo: The Attack of the Easter Bunnies, 500
Minnie and Mo: The Case of the Missing Jelly Donut, 501

MINNIE AND MO: THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS, 502
Minnie and Mo: Will You Be My Valentine? 503
Minnie and Mo and the Haunted Stove, 504
Minnie and Mo and the Muck of Zorns, 505
Minnie and Mo and the Planet X, 506
Minnie and Mo Go to the Moon, 507
Minnie and Mo Meet Frankenstein, 508
Minnie and Mo Save the Earth, 509
Prentiss, Martha Mrs. Woz Never Wanted a Cow, 933
Poster, Katherine The Smallest Case in the World, 2357
Silverman, Erica Croquet Rose and Cocoa, 3066

CRABS
Kite, Patricia Dawn in the Sea, 1550
Richardson, Adele Carrying for Your Harms Crab, 2586

CRABS — FICTION
Macaroni, Grace The Classroom Pet, 1783

CRANES, SANDHILL
Stone, Lynn M. Sandhill Cranes, 3304

CROCOCOMICS
Berger, Melvin, and Gilda Berger Snap! A Book About Alligators and Crocodiles, 229
Bowers, Lynn M. Crocodile, 3270

CROOKS — FICTION
Firmin, Peter Footshak Mii Crea, 553

Beyond picture boggs

CULTURAL DIVERSITY
Leong, Tho Come Over to My House, 1892

CULTURAL DIVERSITY — FICTION
Grausel, Jane But Martin’s 635

CUMULATIVE TALES
Ahsberg, Allie Down the Staircase, 32
The Ghost Train, 33
Mystery Tour, 34
Aldi At Mary Blowy’s, 51
Baker, Betty Little Runner of the Longhouse, 122
Hat’s Dead and the Sea Is Sad, 116
Blockman, Mary You Me, Mission! 254
Boekehld, Betty The Fight, 257
Bowden, Joan C. Bear Boy, 288
Chwast, Seymour The Twain’s Circus Ring, 56a
Firmin, Peter Baa Baa Bear Gets a Medal, 847
The Friendly Beasts, 945
Harrison, David Wake Up, Sun, 1123
Hebreton, Joan This is the House Where Jack Lives, 1167
Hindley, Judy Zoom on a Broom! Six Fan-Hatted Stories, 1220
Kettner, Christine Oliver Cat on Planet B, 1535
Lattimore, Deborah N. The Flame of Peace, 1665
Lewisohn, Wendy Cheryrette Rizzi: Said the Bev, 1719
McQuacktock, Mike A Fly Went By, 1807
Nelson, Joan L. Who Took the Farmer’s Hat? 2239
Oppenheim, Jeanne "LR-67" Said the Crow, 2282
DAYS
Richardson, Joe
Day and Night, 2589

DAYS — FICTION
Simon, Chuman
A Blue Clay, 3069

DEATH — FICTION
Cronin, Bill
The Day I Saw My Father Cry, 682
Edwards, Michelle
Sandy Burns Forever, 893
Newman, Nancie
That Dog, 2222

DEER
Bar, Colleen S.
Never Call a Deer by the Ear, 134
Rayson, Angela
The Deer, 3773
Stone, Lynn M.
Dew, 1271

DEER — FICTION
Bengel, Betty
Small Deer's Magic tricks, 792
Godwin, Luara
Forest, 1012

DELWAIDE (NATIVE AMERICAN PEOPLE)
Mitchell, Barbara
Tomahawks and Tomatoes, 2310

DENMARK — FICTION
Bacon, Lilian
Those Foolish Millions!, 143

DENTISTS
Ready, Joe
Dentist, 2550
Stapler, Rolith b.
What's I Like to Be a Dentist, 3192

DENTISTS — FICTION
SEE ALSO Orthodontics — Fiction
Luttrell, Lisa
Mike's Toothache, 1779

Thaler, Mike
Fung the Dentist, 3373

DESERTS
Powell, Allan
It Could Still Be a Desert, 889
Living in a Desert, 898
Kirk, Ruth
Desert Life, 1545
Lindblad, Elaine
Desert Martians, 1629
Stille, Darlert R.
Dusters, 3244

DEVILS — FICTION
Sharratt, Maryette W.
Little Devil Gets Sick, 2983

DIETS
Robinson, Faye
Vegetables, Vegetables!, 2636

DIETS — FICTION
Caple, Kathy
Starring Hillary, 437

DINOsaURS
Aliki
Digging Up Dinosaur, 53
Dinosaur Bones, 54
Dinosaurs Are Different, 55
My Visit to the Dinosaur, 65
Brandis, Kathryn
What Happened to the Dinosaurs?, 319
Brenner, Barbara
Dinosaurium, 334
Dwinding, Jonathan
Dinosaur Eggs, 779
Frederick, Jannell
Dinosaurs and Their Young, 142
Gibbons, Gail
Dinosaurs, Dragonsfly and Dinosaur, 986
Landis, Eliza
Horsewoman, 1645
Triumphs, 1048
Macmillan, Grace
Dinosaur, 1784
McKee, Sandy
About Dinosaurs, 1848